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ABSTRACT
How humans use computers has evolved from human–machine interfaces to human–human computer mediated communication. Whilst the field of animal–computer interaction has roots in HCI, technology developed in this area currently only supports animal–computer communication. This design fiction paper presents animal–animal connected interfaces, using dogs as an instance. Through a co-design workshop, we created six proposals. The designs focused on what a dog internet could look like and how interactions might be presented. Analysis of the narratives and conceived designs indicated that participants’ concerns focused around asymmetries within the interaction. This resulted in the use of objects seen as familiar to dogs. This was conjoined with interest in how to initiate and end interactions, which was often achieved through notification systems. This paper builds upon HCI methods for unconventional users, and applies a design fiction approach to uncover key questions towards the creation of animal-to-animal interfaces.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI).
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INTRODUCTION
In the late 1970s personal computers got introduced into our homes: however, these early computers, originally only allowed humans to ‘talk’ to the computer. In the early 1990s with the introduction of the World Wide Web (WWW) people at home could communicate with each other evolving further complex usages such as virtual connected environments [32], wearable technologies [51] and advanced social media [7].

Along with humans, non-human animals (hereafter animals) have also been using computer technology for some time [15]. Taking a similar route to humans in Human–Computer Interaction (HCI), studies have increasingly investigated how animal(s) interact with technology, the design of these systems and the impact of these interactions [29]. This field has been coined Animal Computer Interaction (ACI) [29]. This recent growth in animal-computer research aligns with an increase in consumer products for animals [18]. This technology spans from animals that we keep in zoos and sanctuaries [6], towards animals that we domesticate as pets in our homes [14, 33, 49] and animals in the wild [23]. ACI research has seen technology systems designed for animals to both assist humans [5, 52] and to entertain animals [43] aimed towards increasing the animal-human bond [6, 49]. As there is a large number of animals living in domestic or caged situations, ACI has also investigated connecting owners to their dogs [41] and zoo visitors to the captive animals [6, 48]. With the annual ACI conference entering into its fifth year and animal-computing taking further root in HCI, the way in which animals use computers is evolving [15].

However, animal-computing unlike humans has yet to take the step of interconnectivity between users moving...
from the typical use in the 1970s of human-to-computer towards human-to-human communication via computers. Whilst researchers in ACI and ethology have pondered upon an interspecies internet allowing animals to talk to each other [42] as we progress through the technology age, the step that HCI has made to human-to-human communication via computers, has still yet to be investigated with animals.

This paper pushes forward both HCI and ACI by investigating what would these animal-to-animal interactions via the internet look like. In this paper we take dogs as a case example. As a 2018 PDSA PAW report1 (a study of animals in the UK) suggests, out of 8.9 million dogs in the UK, 2.1 million were left alone in their owner’s home for quite considerable lengths of time. This is not always progressive towards a dog’s social welfare, which without being able to socialize may be inclined towards more negative and problem behaviors [46]. The consequence of poor socializing has been reported to be the second biggest issue concerning a dog’s behavior due to the lack of dog-to-dog contact. Coupling this demographic with the increase of consumer systems for dogs, it is clear that technologies in the home that allow dogs to connect is a space open for investigation. This trend has been noticed within ACI with technologies to connect the owner to the dog via video calls both in research [13] and consumer products. However, primarily pets are left at home as the owner(s) are busy elsewhere such as at work. Thus, a dog-to-dog internet could potentially allow this interconnectivity when owners are not available, reducing the socializing issues and thus benefiting both the owner and more importantly the dog.

The following body of work uses the established HCI technique of speculative design/design fiction scenarios [9]. This method has also been employed previously in animal-computing with horses [34] and dogs [24]. As such, design fiction was chosen due to its previous use and its favorability to ideate around futuristic scenarios. These designs were developed and iterated over an open workshop on ‘Designing Technology for Dog-to-Dog Interaction’ at the Student Interaction Design Research (SIDeR)2 conference. This workshop was informed through the first author’s previous work on dog-technology for dogs within the home [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Here six designs are illustrated; Companion-Dog, Virtual Walk, DogFlix, Tangiball, RopePull and Laser Collar. This narration presents the first venture into what an animal-to-animal internet would be shaped like. Given dogs’ socializing needs and that they have already been using technology systems for some time, three research questions are raised:

RQ1: What would a dog internet look like?
RQ2: What would these dog-to-dog interactions look like?
RQ3: How effective is the method of design research for animal- to-animal internet interactions?

These questions are considered in a design fiction study focusing on designing technologies for dog-to-dog interactions. This study is especially pertinent given the relatively new interest in animals’ connectivity and entertainment style interfaces for dogs (and other animals) [14]. This research forefronts a change in ACI to move from requiring an animal owner for interaction into an animal-led system [18].

RELATED WORK

ACI investigates how animals interact with technology, among other things, and the design of these technologies [29]. Whilst initially ACI took primary influences from HCI contexts [17, 39] centering around the usability and user experience of the technology [49] towards interactive devices, [25, 45] frameworks have since been developed across areas such as interaction design [45, 30], game design [12, 37, 49, 50] and ubiquitous computing [29]. Recently, as the motivation of animal-computer technologies has often been welfare based [29], ACI also draws from animal behavior and cognition [12, 18, 20, 35, 44] and animal welfare [22, 42]. Part of this conversation includes investigating the role and position that the technology plays within the interaction space towards human–animal interactive systems [21, 30, 49] and animal-computer systems [14]. ACI also functions to develop playful systems for animal entertainment [18, 49] and wellbeing [12, 45] where consumer products predominantly exist in the pet sector.

Dog-Computer Interaction

A sub field of ACI when focusing upon dogs is Dog-Computer Interaction (DCI). Dogs are unique in DCI as they can take on varying roles from both a working dog [52] and as a pet [18, 49]. Whilst dogs can occur in both positions, there is a difference in the human’s motivation towards these technologies in regards to the requirements and animal-centeredness; whose needs the technology is meeting (human or dog) and the requirement to be dog

---

2 SIDeR. http://sider18.aalto.fi/
centeric [14]. Drawing from this, the main concern in ACI is understanding the animal to be able to design tools and methods that aid in researching animal interactions with technology [3, 30]. As animals cannot communicate effectively using vocal language, the default means of interpretation in ACI is instead to use behavioral and physiological measurements [12, 25] often deduced through observations [36].

In DCI interfaces, a dog’s response can be derived from facial reactions such as eye movements [44], nose movements [20, 52] and head movements [14, 17, 47]; behaviors such as biting [19], pulling [40], pushing buttons [12, 39], touch screens [52] and posture analysis [31]; and biological responses such as heart and respiration rates [31] and hormone levels [12]. These behaviors and biological responses have been used within DCI systems to allow the dog to feed-back to a system such as operating nose plate interfaces [20], bitable pulleys and buttons [19, 40], paw activated buttons [12, 39], proximity [18], and haptic vests [19, 26, 5].

**Designing for Dog-Driven Interfaces**

Nonetheless, so far DCI interactions have all been driven to connect the dog to a computer interface for human data collection. These include alerting the human as a call for help [40, 52], monitoring the dog [41], collecting information about a dog’s physiology [26, 44], training the dog [33] or using the dogs enhanced senses such as smell [20, 30]. Parallel to this, there has been games and technologies for dogs, but these are human-initiated interactions [49]. It is only recently that researchers have investigated dog-led interactions [18] paving the way for dogs to use and control computer technologies as they desire. Nonetheless, this leaves a gap in research to investigate dog-led technologies. Part of this conversation over the dog’s interaction method includes to what extent a dog can be involved within the design process [24, 15].

While Mancini & Lehtonen [30], Hirskyj-Douglas et al. [16], Westerlaken & Gualeni [49] and Lawson et al. [24] advocate for participatory design with dogs, these are taken through different approaches. Mancini & Lehtonen [30] recently advocated for widening what we think of participation based on indexical semiosis (i.e., establishing contextual associations between consistently co-occurring events), volition (i.e., the cognitive process by which an individual decides on and commits to a particular course of action), and choice. Hirskyj-Douglas et al. [16], whilst similarly advocating for choice, suggest that for a dog to be a participant, the dog’s interaction should be dog-centric where the dog’s decisions directly impact the end-design. This view, unlike Mancini & Lehtonen [30] who see the dog as inherently ‘taking part’ in the study as an act of participation, instead see participatory research as currently conceptual due to it being unknown if the dog understands, or could understand, the interaction taking place. Westerlaken & Gualeni [49] take a different approach, drawing from sociology works of Bruno Latour and Donna Haraway, to argue towards interpretation from the human perspective as a form of participation itself, much like Mancini & Lehtonen [30]. Alternatively, drawing closer to Hirskyj-Douglas et al.’s [16] and Mancini & Lehtonen’s [30] argument for participation, Lawson et al. [24] believe for dogs to be considered a participant, the system should reflect and represent the values of the stakeholders. This is conducted in a shared manner between human and dog. Still, how this is implemented in dogs has not yet been clarified.

All these models on participation however share the same challenge of including the dog end-user as a stakeholder just varying on levels of representation, interpretation and contribution. Thus, this is a procedure of mitigation as allowing the animal to decide upon the properties and affordances in the process can be ambiguous and unregulated. This is due to it being unknown within these shared experiences as what constitutes a positive and playful experience beyond our acknowledgement [16, 21]. As such, there are clear challenges within DCI towards both how the dog interacts and has productive power within the design process through participation.

**DESIGN FICTION IN ANIMAL-COMPUTING**

One method that has been used in ACI for designing with horses [34] and dogs [24] is design fiction. Design fiction presents “fantasy prototypes” of what is plausible in the near future [4]. These prototypes are often provocative: scenarios narrated through designed artifacts as a way to facilitate and foster debates. Often seen as a social object for communication, these designs are hoped to provide substance enough to enable meaningful conversations [43].

However, what is defined as a meaningful conversation, or to whom, is uncertain especially in animals as Hirskyj-Douglas et al. [15] and the ACI Manifesto note [29]. Design fictions can involve many practices, such as short stories, objects, prototypes, narratives and films [4]. Lindley and Coulton [27] have proposed design fiction to fit into three delineations: 1) creating a story world, 2) prototyping within that story world, and 3) creating a discursive space, where ‘something’ may mean ‘anything’. Useful to ACI,
design fiction as a method helps us to situate a new technology within a narrative, that is dog internet, to help us grapple with the surrounding questions of ethics, values, social perspectives, causality, politics, psychology and emotions [27]. This issue of ethics and inclusion has been tackled in ACI using design fiction as a way of including the animal as a participant by seeking to design with their goals in mind. This aims, if only speculatively, to provide meaningful interactions [24, 34].

Lawson et al. [24] used design fiction with dogs to see what a dog internet would look like and what it would be used for (Figure 1). Lawson et al.’s [24] design fictions highlight the need to develop devices for animals whilst acknowledging the tension between measuring an animal need and not knowing what these are when the user is not human. Lawson et al. [24] work ends on suggesting more speculative design to aid understanding whilst appreciating the lack of knowledge.

**WORKSHOP METHOD**

We organized an open workshop on ‘Designing Technology for Dog-to-Dog Interaction’ during the Student Interaction Design Research (SIDeR) conference in May 2018. There were twelve participants in total; nine human attendees, two human facilitators and one dog. The dog was involved in the co-design process through playful interactions, as a stakeholder [24, 34], with the other human participants in line with ACI research methods [49, 50]. As these speculations involved designing for a user with different requirements, it was imperative that the participants have familiarity with their users (dogs) to have a level of understanding and weight of importance towards their decisions. We had a mix of human participants, most of who had previously lived with dogs (6/11) and other animals including pets and farm animals (9/11). Two participants had never owned an animal, but had a growing interest in ACI. Especially for these participants but generally for everyone, the dog was present to play with using the relevant toys to the activity. This allowed the dog to help the participants begin to think about the speculations from a more concrete starting point.

Additionally, each group had at least one current/past dog owner, and a current/past owner of another species. The participants’ background varied from product/interaction design to general IT and engineering with all participants being intermediate-expert in technology.

Inspired in co-design, the participants were involved in ideating futuristic scenarios in the context of ACI using an adaptation of the dialogue-labs and World Café methods. The dialogue-labs [27] combine the use of process, space and materials in a structured way and provides a clear step-by-step procedure for a two-hour idea-generation session in which participants first work in pairs and then as a whole group [28]. The World Café consists of five main elements that can help host large group dialogue (i.e., setting, welcome and introduction, small group rounds, questions, and
This section describes how we applied these two methods, and what kinds of task and materials were used for sensitizing and facilitating ideation.

Tasks
The overall task of the workshop was to think of ways to encourage dog-to-dog interaction. Three subtasks were defined in order to encourage the participants to approach the topic from different angles. The tasks draw attention to (1) Screen and Tracking Systems, (2) Haptic and Wearable Systems, and (3) Tangible and Physical Systems. These classifications of ACI systems were chosen based upon Hirkyj-Douglas et al.'s [15] and Jukan et al.'s [22] categorization of technologies in ACI. For each task the participants were asked to think about the following:

- How could dogs use the task subject to communicate with each other remotely?
- How would this interaction start and end?
- How could the dogs using the system have symmetries?
- What would these communications look like in terms of how a dog could interact ordinarily?

Materials
Each task was accompanied with video material4, pens, pencils, A3 paper, robotic dog toys5, dog toys (ropes and balls), and sticky notes to support ideation. The purpose of these videos, some of which were about dogs, was to provide examples to extend participants’ knowledge on ACI, and open new avenues for ideas. There were no rules regarding how each trio should work together. The instruction was simply to ideate together. Groups however were encouraged to play with the technology and the dog actively during their idea generating which each group did.

For Task 1, the video consisted of North et al. [35] speaking about their work on an automated horse tracker for behavioral detection. This was followed by a video explaining how dolphins use the acoustically-operated touchscreen device, Echolocation Visualization and Interface System (ELVIS) [2]. The concluding video for this task presented Rossi et al. [41] explaining how to use a program to video call a dog to do commands. These videos were chosen as they showed the roles that physical and tangible systems can take in both work and play.

Procedure
Each two-hour session started with a 15-minute sensitizing phase. To aid in designing dog-to-dog technologies, we first provided a brief history of ACI. In order to build common ground, we presented examples of commercially-available dog- and cat-computer interaction (e.g., FitBark 6, PetChatz 7, PetCube 8) products. Once familiar with current dog-to-dog technologies, the hope was that participants would start thinking beyond the status quo.

After the sensitizing phase, the group of nine participants was divided into three trios. Each trio chose one of three locations with a task to ideate dog-to-dog speculative interactive designs, and document them. After 15 minutes, they changed to a different task. Three ideation rounds were performed. During each round, groups generated and documented their ideas on sticky notes and drawings on the paper. Instead of clearing the table at the end of each round, and in the spirit of World Café, groups were asked to summarize their ideas by leaving their sticky notes and drawings on the table. Instead of clearing the table at the end of each round, and in the spirit of World Café, groups were asked to summarize their ideas by leaving their sticky notes and drawings on the paper.
notes and ideas behind to aid incoming groups in making sense of the activity once they arrived to a new station. Groups were allowed to leave or take their other papers (main designs) with them to enable them to further iterate on their designs, or start afresh. This was done to enable the final designs to incorporate the different tasks.

After a five-minute break, the pairs presented the ideas they thought as their best ones for 15 minutes. This was followed by the groups narrating their journey around the different stations, speaking about how their designs changed and their design decisions. After these group activities, the group as a whole spoke about design challenges that they faced, key problems they highlighted and discussed the general theme of the workshop topic as a whole.

Analysis
The co-design workshops resulted in a wide range of ideas of different levels of fidelity and focusing on different aspects of dog-to-dog interaction. We analyzed the data bottom up, first transcribing the group discussions and identifying individual ideas. To objectively measure the quality of ideas, we then filtered out the ideas which a) did not allow, or led to, two dogs communicating, and b) have a start and end point to the interaction. We then chose the best ones, which are illustrated below through the sketches that the participants made during the workshop. This is accompanied by text describing the design fictions taken from the participants narration, their sticky notes left on the table and keywords/writing around the drawings. The best sketches that capture the essence of the ideas created from a congregated perspective are presented here. The two facilitators grouped the ideas according to commonalities and enriched the illustrations with keywords. This led to the identification of six design fictions (i.e., Companion-Dog, Virtual Walk, DogFlix, Tangiball, RopePull and Laser Collar). The rest of the analysis was an iterative process of going between data, writing, and modeling.

RESULTING DESIGNS

Design Fiction #1 – Companion-Dog
With dogs often being left home alone, they can end up feeling sad and unaccompanied. Companion-Dog aims to provide a solution to this problem through a dog plush toy (Figure 3). When this toy is picked up, it alerts the other Companion-Dog toy in the dogs’ friend’s house through a series of ‘woof’ sounds. If the other dog would like to play, he/she also picks up the Companion-Dog toy. A connection/interaction is then established when both dogs drop their Companion-Dog toys in the basket. These dogs can now see a projection of each other and communicate this way. If the dogs would like to play further there is a button which can be pressed with a paw. Upon being pressed, a ball will then be shot towards the other dog allowing the dog to play ‘fetch’ with each other stimulating the role a human would normally take.

Figure 3. Sketch of Design #1 Companion-Dog.

With dogs often being left home alone, they can end up feeling sad and unaccompanied. Companion-Dog aims to provide a solution to this problem through a dog plush toy (Figure 3). When this toy is picked up, it alerts the other Companion-Dog toy in the dogs’ friend’s house through a series of ‘woof’ sounds. If the other dog would like to play, he/she also picks up the Companion-Dog toy. A connection/interaction is then established when both dogs drop their Companion-Dog toys in the basket. These dogs can now see a projection of each other and communicate this way. If the dogs would like to play further there is a button which can be pressed with a paw. Upon being pressed, a ball will then be shot towards the other dog allowing the dog to play ‘fetch’ with each other stimulating the role a human would normally take.

Design Fiction #2 – Virtual Walk
When dogs go for walks outside, they often encounter other dogs to walk and play with.
Virtual Walk (Figure 4) allows the dog to ‘walk’ and ‘run’ with his/her friends whilst in the home. This device is made up on a treadmill which the dog can run/walk on and a screen to see their friends also running/walking at the same time.

**Design Fiction #3 – DogFlix**

Recent research has invested building robots to allow dogs to interact with screens [18] alongside a recent increase in TV channels made for dogs. These devices however are either for sole dog use or do not provide a way for dogs to watch screens together. DogFlix (Figure 4) provides content for dogs to allow joint viewing. DogFlix consists of a TV device, a tracking module and a dog keyboard. When the dog is present, DogFlix turns on (otherwise remaining blank) and shows content to the dog. This content is based upon the dog’s behavior, where his/her feedback is collected through his/her tail wags (equivalent of a ‘like’). The dog keyboard has several buttons which allow the manual changing of the content to comedy, food, action, cat videos and nature. This keyboard also has a button to allow the dog to call a friend, who will then also be shown on the TV screen and the content shared allowing joint viewing.

**Design Fiction #4 – Tangiball**

Similar to Design#1 Companion-Dog, this device allows for two dogs in different homes to play fetch with each other. With Tangiball however, this product allows two dogs to play with balls that remotely move the same whilst seeing holograms of each other. For example, this allows one dog in their home to pick up Tangiball and throw it, throwing the Tangiball in the second dogs home. As a result, this allows two dogs to play with each other simulating two dogs playing with a ball at the park.

**Design Fiction #5 – RopePull**

Dogs are often seen playing ‘tug-of-war’ games with ropes. These games are described in Resner’s [39] work as being an ideal symmetric interface and thus used by Robinson et al.’s [40] research as an interface mechanism. In RopePull, like Companion-Dog and DogFlix, when the first dog interacts with the technology a notification will be sent to the second dog to invite them to play. This notification is ‘sent’ by the dog when he/she pulls on the rope attached to the box. This will then wiggle the rope in the second dogs home alerting the dog that his/her friend wants to play. Once both dogs have ‘bitten down’ on the rope the tug of war game begins. The strength of the ‘tug’ from each dog is sent through the rope to allow for long distance interaction with the tangible rope object.
Design Fiction #6 – Two Dogs Meet at a Bar: Laser Collar

With the rise of GPS systems in phones and cars, finding directions to meet each other has become a regularly used system. Laser Collar (Figure 6) aims to solve this issue with dogs by providing a way for dogs to arrange to meet each other, in this scenario meeting at the ‘dog bar’. The Laser Collar system has two parts; the collar itself, and a fence system to provide further security. The system is started by one dog calling the other dog so that both dogs are notified of the other’s intention (symmetric interaction). The laser, which is attached at the front of the dog’s collar, is then activated which points towards the ‘dog bar’ guiding the dog. As the dog gets closer to the ‘dog bar’ they will get further signals via audio sounds from the fence. As they reach the ‘dog bar’ premises, she/he must pass this ‘interactive fence’. This fence detects if the dog is friendly, and if so, lets the dog(s) in the premises where they can follow their collar to the ‘dog bar’ entrance and meet their friend(s).

DISCUSSION

Over the previous pages, we have used the method of design fiction to describe six dog-to-dog speculative interactive systems; Companion-Dog, Virtual Walk, DogFlix, Tangiball and Laser Collar. However, these designs were used, as Lindley and Coulton [27] noted, to stimulate a discursive space. Certain key themes were noted when the creators of the sketches reflected upon their design decisions and explained their design fictions to each other. The findings from this study are relevant in two domains: the first is in the designs themselves towards creation of technology for dogs to interact with other dogs through the internet, the second is through the interaction mechanisms that the designs reflect out.

Technology Creation for Dog-to-Dog Interaction

Drawing from the designs, it is evident that they all involved repurposing key elements of an interactive object which dogs use in everyday life such as lasers in Laser Collar, tug toys in RopePull, balls in Tangiball and dog toys in Companion-Dog. Current work in ACI and ethology has begun to look at what these devices mean for dogs [12, 17, 30] stating that the interfaces used should reveal its functionality through its affordances, where the artifacts need to be self-discoverable and intuitive [39]. This requisite for constant affordances is self-evident in current dog toys where the use is implicit in the design and as such have been repurposed to be used in technology interfaces [11, 40]. However, ACI has not yet investigated how objects should be repurposed, and the impact thereof.

To map device affordances systematically, we need methods to measure and infer responses from animals. Methods such as eye gaze and posture [44], biological responses [12], and carer/owner feedback [14] have previously been used. Within our design fiction scenarios, this response mechanism was either spoken about within an automated behavioral recognition such as ‘tail wags’ for ‘liking’ in DogFlix, or through the dog choosing to partake within the activity such as ‘dropping the toy’ with Companion-Dog. This choice to ‘take part’ has been spoken about within ACI as a form of ‘consent’ [29, 30] through giving the dog more autonomy [18]. This was thought about within the design fictions through the dogs moving novel objects (dropping the toy/ not using the device to end the interaction) or walking away (from the screen).

Looking towards how HCI designs with unordinary users, such as children, the key here could be to investigate into new novel feedback that assists the user. For instance, one method investigating in children in Child-Computer Interaction (CCI) is the ‘Fun Scale’ which was used to measure fun of interactive products rather than the traditional survey method used with adults [38]. In this way, it is clear that this adaptation of traditional HCI methods also needs to be done in ACI. These design fictions highlight the need for more methods to be dog-initiated.

Interaction Paradigm for Dog-to-Dog Interaction

Often discussed when talking over these designs, was that the connection for dog-to-dog interactions was in two
of the dog interacting to allow this choice of mechanism highlighting that there is more here to be investigated. One of the key confines of this study was both the limited familiarity that the co-designers had with the dog subjects, the few designers themselves and the limited number of dogs. Whilst these were restrictions within the environment, without this initial study there would not be data to support more experimental techniques towards ideating what a dog-to-dog system would look like. As such our future work will iterate over again with experts across various fields (such as animal behavior and CCI) and multiple dogs to provide a broader perspective on the issues raised.

Implications for Human–Computer Interaction
While this work is based in the field of ACI, it also has implications for HCI. Firstly, addressing specific user populations, such as those with special abilities and affordances including non-verbal communication and limited cognition, has been a large area of interest for HCI researchers. Thus, while in ACI we design for and talk about systems for animals, the findings and outcomes of such discussion progress current methods and systems for specific user groups forming a symbiotic relationship between ACI and HCI. Secondly, when using an HCI method with animals, the fundamental assumptions that are made with humans are highlighted coercing the designer to make conscious decisions about the held assumptions. This includes what the user values, how we draw these evaluations, and the best way to meet the users need and requirements. Here we examine the value of design fiction to reveal and draw out the assumptions within the design process, questioning what an interaction encapsulates for a user and how as a designer we can design for the ‘other’.

CONCLUSION
As the explosion of the internet and a multitude of devices have allowed for humans to be constantly connected, we speculate that the evolution from human–machine to human–human mediated via machine will happen with non-human animals. This ideation of animal–animal interactions over the web is not a new occurrence, but has yet to be implemented beyond animal–machine interfaces. In this paper we use dogs to explore what dog-to-dog technology mediated interactions would look like. This choice is taken as dogs are currently the key player within animal computing, taking roles within our homes and workplaces. Furthermore, dogs are repeatedly left alone causing potential behavioral issues from lack of socializing
creating a need for in-home technology. This study conducted through nine participants in a workshop, uses a design fiction method to produce six scenarios and then further reflecting upon this discursive space. Through this co-design, participations raise questions on the technology used to mediate the interaction. These focus on both a human’s ability to measure an animal’s behavior, and an animal to feed back. Drawing from this, further queries are noted around what it means for a dog to interact, if this interaction needs to be asynchronous and what would this interaction look like. We suggest that this problem be tackled through drawing upon more well-researched fields in HCI such as Child-Computer Interaction (CCI). In conclusion, six design fictions for dog-to-dog interactions are presented; Companion-Dog, Virtual Walk, DogFlix, Tangiball, RopePull and Laser Collar. In the field of HCI, much is made of design fiction to help stimulate conversations around future technology. Whilst the dialogues around dog-to-dog interactions hold note towards animal-computing systems, as demonstrated, the conversation held these points of interest (such as feedback loop, agency and technology mediators) ring true towards current HCI matters. It is in this way that we encourage designers working in this area to draw and engage in currently deployed HCI. Overall, this study contributes new understandings in the co-design of computer interactions for animal users to connect to other animals, highlighting key questions for both those in ACI and HCI.
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